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PhD (QUT)  MEng (Universite de Technologie de Compiegne)

Research Interests: Better understanding of how the human shoulder is able to create stability and
movement using computational modelling and experimental motion data. I am passionate about new
technologies and how we can apply them to provide insights into misunderstood neuro-
musculoskeletal disorders to improve patients’ lives.

GRANTS

SUPERVISION

The multitude of muscles spanning the shoulder joint makes even simple motions physiologically complex to coordinate. This complexity
makes internal body forces, such as muscle forces, hardly measurable and access to those appears as one of the biggest challenges, if not the
biggest, in the biomechanics and orthopaedics community nowadays. Computational musculoskeletal modelling provides one of the only
methods to simulate and predict muscle and joint forces. Nonetheless, its computations cannot be trusted without the use of patient-specific
data to drive and or validate them. Thus, the availability of experimental data, such as surface and deep electromyograms (EMG) as well as
instrumented implant, unlocks new insights into which co-contraction strategies are best, optimised and/or physiologically selected. My
research within the ITTC-JB focuses on understanding the different shoulder muscle recruitment strategies to achieve motion by using
computational biomechanics driven by experimental data.

To quantify the changes in muscle moment arms, muscle forces and joint reaction forces following a Latarjet procedure, during simple
shoulder planar motions by using computational shoulder modelling. To investigate whether the dynamic implications produced by the
Latarjet-based muscle alterations can be considered as a dynamic contributor to the stability of the glenohumeral.

To compare the shoulder motions from healthy individuals estimated using 2D pose skeletal tracking (mymobility App) against those
derived from 3D motion capture in abduction, flexion, extension, external rotation and internal rotation.

To study two state-of-the-art muscle recruitment strategies, i.e., a pure optimisation of shoulder muscle activations and an EMG-informed
recruitment during a shoulder abduction and flexion tasks. To validate these two solutions against instrumented shoulder implant data and
to compare them to the entire stochastic map of possible muscle co-contractions.

Latarjet’s muscular alterations increase glenohumeral joint stability: a theoretical study 

Validation of the mymobility App for assessing shoulder range of motion in a clinical and in-home contexts 

Status of the static optimisation and EMG-informed shoulder recruitment strategies in the stochastic map of possible muscle co-
contractions during an abduction and flexion task.

ARC ITTC for Joint Biomechanics - Seed grant scheme (9949 AUD) "Toward precision tracking of the shoulder joint using ultrasound
tomography." Principal investigator: Dermot O’Rourke, Co-investigator: Maxence Lavaill
Faculty write-up scholarship (6635 AUD), Recipient: Maxence Lavaill
Supervisor HDR scholarship (96 585 AUD), Recipient: Maxence Lavaill
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